Blume is looking for Android developers
Blume is looking for Android developers for further development of the Android app. Are you an
experienced developer who wants to be part of our awesome team? Read on...
Requirements:
● Strong competences with Java and Android development. Both GUI and MVC
development.
● A disciplinary approach towards product development, testing and code structure.
● Understanding of working in teams (version control and agile software development). We
are using Bitbucket.
● Ability to think long term for the development, and put yourself into other people’s code.
● A burning passion for continuous development of Blume. There are many exciting things in
the pipeline.
● You master the ability to explain complex technical solutions to different types of receivers.
We’d like to see you have:
● Previously distributed an app on Google Play store.
● An academic background, or corresponding experience in the profession.
● Understanding of MBaas-integration (e.g Parse.com).
● Experience with web design (HTML, CSS, PHP and MySQL).
● English speaking.
● Good understanding of how to share the best code.
● Strong sense of UI/UX.
We’re offering:
● Full-time position with a competitive salary.
● Office facilities in San Francisco or Copenhagen, Denmark (depends where you are
located).
● Being part of an amazing team who believe we can make a big difference.
About Blume

Blume is a social discovery app that is solving the biggest problem in the dating industry;
the uncertainty about who’s actually behind the profile you’re matching. On Blume you
connect via profiles, but match via selfies. This makes you certain about people’s true
identity, thus creating a safe and trusted environment where people can be themselves.
On Blume you get to avoid matching fakes, and experience the awesome selfie matching
that makes the experience alive and real.
You get to control exactly whom you let into your full profile and chat via the selfie
matching, where possible fakes are filtered out. You match with real people, in real time.
Still interested?
Send your CV and your reason why you want to be part of Blume to job@getblume.com.
Remember to state that it is for Android development.
We’re looking forward to work with you!
/Team Blume

